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Key messages

The delta between today’s GTV and prior year GTV narrowed throughout Q1 2023:
• The March exit rate for GTV was -5% year-on-year, ahead of the quarter’s year-on-year decline of -8%
• The Northern Europe and UK and Ireland segments are leading the GTV recovery
• GTV growth is expected to be in the range of -4% to +2% year-on-year in 2023

Q1 2023 continued to be affected by a difficult pandemic comparison:
• Q1 2023 Orders declined -14% year-on-year to 228 million
• Q1 2023 GTV declined -8% year-on-year to €6.7 billion
• The Company continues to make good progress on Delivery-led operational improvements and is ahead of plan

We upgrade our AEBITDA guidance and introduce guidance for GTV and free cash flow:
• We now expect positive Adjusted EBITDA of approximately €275 million in 2023 (previously approximately €225 million)
• GTV growth to be in the range of -4% to +2% year-on-year in 2023
• Free cash flow (before changes in working capital) to turn positive in mid-2024

We are initiating a share buyback programme of up to €150 million:
• Facilitated by a strong balance sheet and the increased visibility on free cash flow generation
• Buyback to improve future earnings per share
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The delta to prior year GTV narrowed throughout Q1 2023

7-Day rolling average GTV (€), and trendline (based on Q1 data only for both 2022 and 2023)1
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Notes

• The delta between today’s GTV and prior year 
GTV narrowed throughout Q1 2023 with March 
declining -5% year-on-year, ahead of the 
quarter’s year-on-year decline of -8%

• The Northern Europe and UK and Ireland 
segments are leading the GTV recovery

• GTV growth is expected to be in the range of -
4% to +2% year-on-year in 2023, with a return 
to growth skewed towards the end of the year, 
given the lower absolute Order level of H2 
2022 versus H1 2022

1. All numbers in this presentation are presented on a combined basis
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However, Q1 2023 continued to be affected by a difficult pandemic 
comparison

GTV (€bn)1Orders (m)1
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1. The discontinued operations in Norway, Portugal and Romania were excluded from 1 January 2022

2. Constant currency GTV growth was –8%

Southern Europe and ANZNorthern Europe UK and Ireland North America
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Operational improvements ahead of plan, leading to upgrade of Adjusted 
EBITDA guidance and introduction of free cash flow guidance

Adjusted EBITDA (€m)

19

2023 Guidance

-350

2021 2022

Approx. 275
Guidance 
upgrade

Notes

• The Company continues to make good progress on Delivery-led operational 
improvements and is ahead of plan

• Management now expects to generate positive Adjusted EBITDA of 
approximately €275 million in 2023 (previous guidance of approximately €225 
million)

• In line with the bridge provided in the FY 2022 Results presentation, the €50 
million Adjusted EBITDA guidance uplift leads to an improvement in expected 
2023 free cash flow (before changes in working capital) from negative €250 
million to negative €200 million

• As a result of increased visibility on the Adjusted EBITDA trajectory, 
management expects free cash flow (before changes in working capital) to 
turn positive in mid-2024
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With the strong balance sheet and increased visibility on free cash flow 
generation we initiate a share buyback programme of up to €150 million

Timeline of maturities of debt and convertible bonds versus available cash and cash equivalents (€m)
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Notes

• Company initiates a share buyback programme 
of up to €150 million to improve future earnings 
per share

• The programme will commence on 19 April 
2023 and is expected to complete no later 
than December 2023

FCF expected to turn 
positive1

1. Free cash flow (before changes in working capital) to turn positive in mid-2024
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Outlook

The long-term objectives for Just Eat Takeaway.com remain unchanged

Guidance

GTV growth to be in the range of -4% to +2% year-on-year in 20231GTV

Positive Adjusted EBITDA of approximately €275 million in 20232 (previously approximately €225 million)Adjusted EBITDA

Free cash flow (before changes in working capital) to turn positive in mid-2024Free cash flow

1. Guidance includes expected FX headwind based on current spot rates

2. Guidance includes additional investments in food and non-food adjacencies and wage cost inflation, and reflects an uncertain macro-economic environment
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Wrap-up

• While the resurgence of Covid restrictions in Q1 last year impacted the YoY comparison, the delta between today’s GTV and prior year continued to 
narrow throughout Q1 2023, with March declining -5% year-on-year, ahead of the quarter’s year-on-year decline of -8%; the Northern Europe and 
UK and Ireland segments are leading the GTV recovery

• GTV growth is expected to be in the range of -4% to +2% year-on-year in 2023, with growth skewed towards the end of the year

• The Company continues to make good progress on Delivery-led operational improvements and is ahead of plan, management now expects to 
deliver a positive Adjusted EBITDA of approximately €275 million in 2023 (previously approximately €225 million in 2023) and

• Free cash flow (before changes in working capital) is expected to turn positive in mid-2024

• Facilitated by a strong balance sheet and the increased visibility on free cash flow generation, the Company initiates a share buyback programme of 
up to €150 million to improve future earnings per share

Jitse Groen, CEO of Just Eat Takeaway.com said:
“Just Eat Takeaway.com continues to recover from last year’s deceleration, with the Northern Europe and the UK and Ireland 
segments leading the trend. While the year-on-year GTV decline in Q1 2023 is significant, the comparison is with the quarter 
with the second highest GTV of the pandemic. Our efforts to improve profitability are running ahead of plan, allowing us to 
upgrade the 2023 Adjusted EBITDA target to approximately €275 million. We now also expect to turn free cash flow positive by 
mid-2024.”
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Q&A
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Legal disclaimer

Forward Looking Statements
Statements included in this presentation that are not historical facts (including any statements concerning investment objectives, other plans and objectives of management for future operations or economic performance, or assumptions or
forecasts related thereto) are, or may be deemed to be, forward-looking statements, including "forward-looking statements". These forward-looking statements may be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, including the terms
"anticipates", "expects", "intends", "may", or "will" or, in each case, their negative or other variations or comparable terminology, or, by discussions of strategy, plans, objectives, goals, future events or intentions. Forward-looking statements may
and often do differ materially from actual results. Any forward-looking statements reflect the Company's current view with respect to future events and are subject to risks relating to future events and other risks, uncertainties and assumptions
relating to the Company’s business, results of operations, financial position, liquidity, prospects, growth or strategies. Past performance is no guide to future performance and persons needing advice should consult an independent financial adviser.
Forward-looking statements reflect knowledge and information available at, and speak only as of, the date they are made, and the Company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to update, review or revise any forward-looking
statement contained in this press release. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking statements.

No Offer or Solicitation
This presentation shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, nor shall there be any sale of securities in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be
unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such jurisdiction.

Non-GAAP Financial Measures and Alternative Performance Measures
This presentation includes certain non-GAAP financial measures as defined by SEC rules and alternative performance measures as defined by European rules. Just Eat Takeaway.com uses these non-GAAP financial measures and alternative
performance measures, respectively, as key performance measures because it believes they facilitate operating performance comparisons from period to period by excluding potential differences primarily caused by variations in capital structures,
tax positions, the impact of acquisitions and restructuring, the impact of depreciation and amortisation expense on its fixed assets and the impact of stock-based compensation expense. These non-GAAP financial measures and alternative
performance measures are not measurements of Just Eat Takeaway's financial performance under IFRS and should not be considered as an alternative to performance measures derived in accordance with IFRS and should be read in conjunction
with Just Eat Takeaway.com's financial statements prepared in accordance with IFRS. Just Eat Takeaway.com has provided a reconciliation of those measures to the most directly comparable IFRS measures in Just Eat Takeaway.com's 2022
Annual Report.
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